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The primary role of a digital marketer is to define, design, build and implement digital
campaigns across a variety of online and social media platforms to drive customer
acquisition, customer engagement and customer retention. A digital marketer will
typically be working as part of a team, in which they will have responsibility for some of
the straightforward elements of the overall marketing plan or campaign. The marketer will
work to marketing briefs and instructions. 
Digital marketers assist companies by marketing their services or products using online
media platforms such as Google, Facebook and even Tiktok. You are normally tasked with
understanding which platforms are going to be most beneficial to your client whilst
ensuring your brand messaging is reaching your target audience effectively. Everything in
digital marketing is strategic. As a marketer, you use data in order to understand how your
customers behave on various media platforms. This data helps you articulate your
message effectively to give you the best ROI.

WHAT IS A DIGITAL MARKETER?

WHO IS THIS PROGRAMME FOR?

Digital Marketing Assistant 
Digital Marketing Executive 
Digital Marketing Co-ordinator 
Campaign Executive 
Social Media Executive 
Content Co-ordinator 
Email Marketing Assistant 
SEO Executive 
Analytics Executive 
Digital Marketing Technologist 

Employers are likely to be looking for a proven passion for digital and social media. 
 However individual employers will set the selection criteria, but this might include
GCSEs, A levels, a level 2 apprenticeship or other relevant qualifications, relevant
experience and/or an aptitude test with a focus on functional maths.  

Learners could be in roles where they work across a variety of projects, providing
technical data solutions.

Typical job roles where this apprenticeship will be undertaken:
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HOW WILL I LEARN?

You will work towards pass/merit/distinction. Differentiation may be achieved through a
wide variety of assessment methods with promotion of your own choice. You will be
completing learning style questionnaires to support to match learning opportunities with
your preferred method. This is designed to make learning easier, more effective and more
engaging. A blended learning approach is taken for individuals consisting of a combination
of face-to-face activities, online classrooms, digital tools and resources to deliver the best
possible training solution.

Apprenticeship Trainers will adapt accordingly. Activities have been designed to stretch and
challenge your learning. Specific training will be provided on command verbs to ensure you
cover standards to the appropriate depth and breadth.
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YOUR LEARNING JOURNEY



ASSESSMENT METHOD

20% OFF THE JOB

Shadowing
Mentoring
Teaching and learning sessions with dedicated trainer
Self-study (time spent working on assessments/assignments)
Training on a new process or procedure
Team training and meetings
Visiting other companies

This programme is 12 months in duration, therefore a minimum of
390 hours of off-the-job training is required.
Examples of off-the-job training:

20% off-the-job training is anything that can help you gain new
knowledge, skills and behaviours in your role.

END-POINT ASSESSMENT (EPA)

Technical competencies
Technical knowledge and understanding
Underpinning skills, attitudes and behaviours

The EPA will test the entire programme:

There's three sets of criteria on which the assessment and grading is
made.  The what, the how and the with whom.

PROGRESSION

You may progress to a Level 4 Apprenticeships in Business, IT or
Marketing. You could progress to further or higher education to
undertake business, marketing and IT related qualifications, including
level 4 higher qualifications, foundation degrees and full degrees. You
could progress to higher level qualifications in management. You may
choose to study for a professional qualification from the Institute of
Direct and Digital Marketing or the Chartered Institute of Marketing.
Higher level job roles could include social media manager, online
marketing manager, website content manager, online marketing
coordinator, search marketing coordinator.
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